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Here is a photo of the fake version, same serial number, same disk, different activation key. If I use this key on a genuine copy of Home Server (softcopy), it will not deactivate for 30
days. As all the key codes are the same and I have the whole disk, I can just copy this and paste it in the registry of the genuine copy and you have the same product. I could be wrong,
but at this point I believe it only works for Windows Home Server softcopy. What also interests me is that it uses the same key as well, any of the other editions, eg xp,2003 server, 2008
server etc etc, so I think if this product is exposed then other products should as well. For those that may have been wondering, this is exactly what I did, I purchased 1 of each product,
and saved the original serial codes which I included on my download of all 4 of the windows server stuff (they included the disk and the activation keys). I just ended up with 4 copies of

my Softcopy edition (I installed it on 3 machines) and 3 copies of my OEM edition. My copy of the license manager also has 2 copies of that serial number. I then did a bit of research and
found all of the activation key codes for Windows Home Server Softcopy. It is all based on this guide, its not an exact copy, but it is very similar. I have had 4 successful installs of the

Softcopy version with this method, and yesterday I installed 3 genuine versions (from what I understand) and they work fine. All products with the same serial number and keys. Now, I
have the same exact serial numbers on my license manager. I have at least 5 more softcopies of this program to go (I now have 8 installed).
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